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Dear [Name],

My name is Brendan Elias and I am the purchasing manager from [Your
company]. We are an online retailer specialising in [Your niche]. Please
provide a quote for the production of [Name of Product].

We require high quality production with the following specifications.

6. Labeling

1. Name of Product

2. Quantity

3. Colour 

4. Material

5. Packaging

Could you please provide me with the following information so we can
determine if this is a good fit for our product line.

Depending on your response to the questions below we may select you and
require you to send a test sample to us.

Are you a factory or a trading company? (We are happy to work with
both, but require this for our records)

      1.       

Which countries have exported this product to in the last 90 days?      2.       

Where is your loading port located?      3.       

What color options are available and can we add our logo?      4.       

Are you able to provide custom packaging?      5.       



Best regards,

Brendan Elias
Purchasing Manager
A to Z Formula

Does this product require any certifications and which certifications
can you provide?

      6.       

What are the MOQs based on:       7.       

your standard packing, and       a.       

customized packaging      b.       

Please provide your best price and expected production time on an
FOB basis based on the following quantities: 

      8.       

To estimate shipping costs please advise how many pcs fit in 1
carton and the weight and dimensions (in cubic meters) of each
carton.

      9.       

100-500pcs       a.       

500-1000pcs      b.       

1000-5000pcs      c.       

5000pcs plus      d.       

Please advise the price of a sample including shipping and can you
refund this against the first deposit payment when an order is
placed? 

      10.       

Thank you for the time taken to answer this email. We look forward to
hearing from you so we can begin our prosperous business relationship.
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